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MONDAY 20 APR 2015 12:57

We've got Parklife 2015 coming up in June, and they've got an unbelievable lineup. We mean, it's huge –
almost as big as your mum's barnet. So seeing as we're exxxtra helpful nosey-parkers here, we thought
we'd compile a list of the people you should be seeing if and when you head off to Manchester to forget
an entire weekend.

We're so good that it's almost too good to be true. Is this whole thing a figment of your imagination? Are
you insane? Probably yes, but we are definitely real, and so is this list:

Nas

Nas is performing his seminal album Illmatic in full. You'd have to be an absolute NAStard to miss this - it's
going to be quality. One of the best rappers ever, performing one of the best hip-hop albums ever? And
you're faffing about in a portaloo? Grow up.
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The Roots

More hip-hop here, but with The Roots you've got the whole big band experience to go with the lyricism.
The Roots like themselves a bit of jazz, you see, so you're in for an upbeat, swinging time, rather than a
hood-up, swaying from back and forth vibe. But hey, you can dance however you want, really. Pull your
pants down and jump up and down on the spot if you like. You probably won't even get a second glance –
it's a bloody festival, there'll be much worse things going on...

Hudson Mohawke
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It's pretty difficult to describe Hudson Mohawke's music – he basically invented his own genre. It's a mish-
mash of different styles and sounds, but one thing is obviously and consistently evident – it BANGS 'ARD,
BLUD. We've seen him loads (medal please) and he's always good.

Action Bronson

If you want to experience true stage-presence, then look no further than the big-man himself, Action
Bronson. With his gravelly voice, giant beard (bet there are loads of sweets hidden in there) and brilliant
lyrics, you'd be hard-pressed (particularly if he fell on you) to find many better rappers at the fest.

Roni Size Reprazent
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If you're in the mood for some absolutely classic drum and bass from one of the masters, then you owe it
to yourself (stop borrowing from yourself if you can't ever pay yourself back) to head down and catch these
legends. If they could just play the whole of In the Møde (which is one of favourite albums ever, if you're
asking), that would be great. Thanks Roni.

David Rodigan

David Rodigan has a stupid amount of records and exclusive dubplates in his vast collection. It's
ridiculous. Ridiculously good, anyway. He's an absolute walking encyclopedia of reggae and dancehall
(plus whatever else he's got up his sleeve). Also, he's one of the most enthusiastic DJs we've ever seen.
Any chance you get to see him, DO IT. 

Wookie and DJ Q
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Wookie and DJ Q

If the thought "I quite fancy a bit of garage" has ever gone through your head, then you're allowed to be our
friend, and that's a pretty coveted title. Also, if that thought ever went through your head, then you'll be
pleased to hear that you'll be able to do just that at Parklife. That's because Wookie and DJ Q are playing
together and they're absolute garage dons INSIDE THE BUILDING. Or outside of it – it's a festival
remember.

Todd Terje and the Olsens
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A bit of disco-tinged house never hurt anyone, unless it was played really loud through a megaphone
directly into their ear or something – that would hurt. But if it's played at a volume that wouldn't shatter an
eardrum, then it's never hurt anyone. And that's exactly what Todd Terje will be providing. Also, he's not
playing with the actual Olsen twins – they're someone entirely different. Just thought we'd make sure you
didn't get all confused and start crying like you usually do.

Fuse ODG

If the weather is good (IT PROBABLY WON'T BE THOUGH, WILL IT ENGLAND?), then Fuse ODG is the
perfect soundtrack. His poppy dancehall/highlife/hiplife/whatever you want to call it, is just about the best
thing you could listen to in the sun. However, see the brackets in the first sentence for a hint on how that'll
turn out.

Tourist
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If you like dreamy, trappy, ethereal music, then you're in for a treat with Tourist, who run the gamut from
down tempo airy-fairy (but good) stuff to faster, garage and drum and bass-inspired bangers. Which is
pretty much all you could want at a festival? No? Ok, well go and buy a Chimichanga and THEN you've got
everything you need.

***

Vist the Parklife 2015 festival page HERE. And below, you can find a nice handy playlist of all the above
songs:
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